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This lexical contrastive study aims at investigating the similarities and 

differences between the English color term "green" and its Arabic equivalent "akh ar" 

in terms of:  denotative meanings, connotative meanings, morphological specifications, 

inflections, derivations, compounding, metaphorical meanings and idiomatic uses. Data 

were collected from several monolingual and bilingual dictionaries, and electronic 

databases. The analysis revealed that the color terms "green" and "akh ar" express 

similar meanings in addition to their common universal meaning as terms expressing  a 

color  between yellow and blue. However, despite the similarity, each lexical item 

expresses different meanings not expressed by its equivalent. 
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Linguistics Across Cultures

    

  

    

  

 

The Century Dictionary 

Webster's Revised Unabridged Dictionary The American Heritage 

Dictionary of the English Language English Collins Dictionary(2014), 

Oxford Learner's Dictionary, Cambridge Dictionaries Online, Chambers 21st 

Century Dictionary ( , The Free Dictionary.com, Dictionary.com.   

 

 

 



 The Concise Oxford English-Arabic Dictionary An Arabic-English 

Lexicon A Learner's Arabic-English Dictionary 

  

the color green

vegetables

milk mixed with so much water
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to become green

to be blessed with something; usually a handicraft

to take or sell or eat while 

green or unripe, 

to become green
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Alnus Viridis’

Helleborus viridis  Anas crecca

 

Alnus Viridis Helleborus viridis Anas crecca



the color of growing foliage, 

between yellow and blue in the spectrum of the color green characterized by 

verdure to become, make or dye green

the time 

spent in planting and plowing the earth to 

yearn or long.
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green apple 

the branches and leaves of plants used for decoration and 'green' 

which colloquially means marijuana of low quality. 

a kind of green dates resembling glass, of a color that is admired, 

 a palm tree that bears good green dates pistachio 

kernel grass and tree

the process of becoming or the 

state of being green-gilled.

fruitier 

or fruit seller

someone who plants greens and legumes.

a sea that looks green

a mass of water shipped on a vessel's deck

clear water green sky, or paradise 

plentiful water

cheap wood that is cut and become green

that which is soft, 

juicy, tender, or pleasant

tenderness and fineness soft

a tender and soft young man whose sideburns are growing

someone who is beneficent and generous



unripe

freshly filled, not dried raw, harsh and acid

freshly slaughtered or still raw; not smoked or cured

pottery, ceramic which is not yet fired

not cured or tanned freshly set 

and not completely hardened

to take greens while they are fresh and tender ,to 

pasture upon while still fresh, juicy and green before it attains full height, to 

eat something while it is green (unripe), to deflower a girl before she attains 

puberty, to mow the grass while it is still green to take an untamed 

camel, in a refractory state, bridle it and drive it

died young the selling of 

greens when are unripe  that which is cut green, or to 

cut off wood that has not dried yet

unripe

a palm tree of which the dates fall while unripe and 

green, a woman who recurrently 

miscarriage

to create parks and other 

areas with trees and plants in a city

covered with herbage or foliage grassy land, a piece of grassy 

ground constituting a town or village common  sports, 

an area of grass cut short around a hole on a golf course

n.: sports, an area of very smooth short grass on which the game of bowls 

or lawn bowling is played a shooting range for archery

has plenty of trees

a 

place rife with greenery

young age

freshness and vigor of mind and body late in life Vigor and 

liveliness a restoration of youthful freshness and vigor

A tender and soft young man whose side 

beards are growing died young

to mow the grass while it is still green 

to eat something while it is green deflower a girl before she attains 

puberty die young
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issues and 

political movements related to or are concerned with the protection of the 

environment

beneficial to the environment or harms the 

environment as little as possible

favoring, advocating, promoting or supporting 

environmentalism

is a party whose main aim is the protection of the environment

to make somebody more aware of issues connected with the environment 

or make something appear friendly towards the environment

to surpass in environmental activism or consciousness

the process of making or becoming more aware of environmental 

considerations

money

denotes a unit of account that is adjusted in accordance with 

fluctuations between the currencies of the EU nations and is used to make 

payments to agricultural producers within the EU

Lack of experience or training

Mild or temperate weather

Lack of sophistication or worldly experience; naïve,

Have a sickly or pale appearance, 

Pleasantly alluring, 

Recent or new

Working as it is expected or working properly

black .

battalion where most soldiers are wearing iron, so it looks black

dark grey someone who is tawny, 

meaning that he/she is of pure Arab race since Arabs are of tawny 

complexions. It also describes a grayish black, brown or tawny horse

the night a horse that is 

grayish black or tawny, a type of dark green dates, blueness and 

brownness

becomes darker' become black



 to be blessed with something, 

usually a trade or a handicraft gold, beef and wine

A bucket used for a long time until it greened

Root or origin .: To uproot, to 

cut off a thing entirely, or to cut off the green branches of a palm tree with 

his claws

Milk mixed with so much water; as some say, milk and water in the 

proportion of one third of the former to two thirds of the latter

To be spent uselessly or be made to no avail

To polish a sword until it shines

To sell by retail

Soft dung of a cow

A mullato

Claw

The majority of people

To bear, take up a load or burden

Eye disease

To cut down to be cut down
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The color 

green or anything greenish in color

growth, nature, tenderness, that which is rife with plants or 

characterized by verdure and greenness, religion (it is the color of Islam and is 

associated with the Prophet Mohammed (peace be upon him), respect, sacristy, 



veneration, and heaven. In Christianity, it is associated with Christmas, Saint 

Patrick's Day, baptism and the feast of the Eucharist), tenderness, youth, vigor 

freshness, blooming and that which is pleasant

That which is new, mild or related to environmentalism, 

finance  money origin, ease, comfort and 

blessing, that which is soft, generous, beneficent or black (of pure Arab race).

Immaturity, 

rawness and that which is unripe

marijuana, envy and jealousy that 

which is not fully processed, inexperienced, naïve  have a sickly appearance.

seaweed  chameleon.
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Ad-dali:l Arabic English–English Arabic 

dictionary.

Jamharat al-lugha

Al-murshid: A general Arabic-English 

dictionary.

Al-mu jam al-wasi: . 

Linguistics,

 Al-mawrid al-wasi:

Qamu:s al-mawrid

Qu r al-mu i:

Al- se a:  fe al-lugha

Al- ayn

Al-qamu:s al-mohi:

Almaany.com.

Al-mesba  al-muni:r
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Mukhta:r al-qamu:s

Taj al- aru:s fe jawaher al-qamu:s

In other words: A course book on translation. 

Translation and translating: Theory and practice

Lesan Al- arab

Cambridge dictionaries online

Chambers 21
st
 century dictionary

Collins English online dictionary. 

Dictionary.com

The concise Oxford English-Arabic dictionary

Encyclopedia Britannica.

Turjuman, 

 Dirasat, Human and 

Social Sciences, 

 English Language Teaching

Journal of Language 

Teaching and Research

Albasaer

Contrastive analysis

Interpretation of the 

meanings of the Noble Qur'an. 

Linguistics Across Cultures

An Arabic-English lexicon

Al-s a:  fe al-lugha wa al- ulu:m



Al-munjid fe al-lugha wa al-adab wa al- ulu:m. 

Basic Education College Magazine,

Pozna  Studies on Contemporary Linguistics, 

Mu jam al-lugha al- arabeiya al-mu a:sera

Oxford learner's dictionaries

Proceedings of 1st International Conference 

on Foreign Language Teaching and Applied Linguistics.

Mu jam matn al-lugha

A reference grammar of modern standard Arabic. 

Journal of Research Diyala Humanity. 

A learner's Arabic-English dictionary

The American heritage dictionary of the English language

The century dictionary and encyclopedia.

The free dictionary.com.

Color Wheel Artist

The ARTFL Project.

Wikipedia.

Wiktionary.


